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SAINT ANGELA SCHOOL 
ALTERNATIVE LEARNING PLAN ASSIGNMENTS 

Week of April 27 – May 1, 2020 
 

Teacher Dr. Farina        Grade 7th 
 
The Alternative Learning Plan Assignments listed below will facilitate continuous uninterrupted learning with 
assignments based on the academic standards promulgated by the State of Illinois and the Archdiocese of 
Chicago. Scholars are expected to complete the assignments as described, and submit them when they return 
to school. That date has yet to be determined. Each Sunday around 5:00 PM, beginning on March 15 until 
school resumes, your scholar’s Alternative Learning Plan Assignments will be posted on our school website. 
Parents, thank you in advance for your kind and generous assistance in extending learning into the home 
during this very difficult and trying time. Be safe and God bless! 
 
Reading:  
Independent Reading:  
 Log into your Commonlit.org. account. Your articles for this week are posted to begin on 

Monday, April 27th. Be aware that the due date for this week’s assigned article is Wednesday, 
April 29th. You have to complete the guided questions before the program will allow you to 
work on the assessment questions. In addition to the commonlit.org score (highest scores for a 
two week period is recorded in Power School), I will be entering a grade for the annotations and 
highlights that you make on your articles. You can directly make the annotations on 
commonlit.org or you can complete the annotation notes sheet that I will be posting on Google 
classroom. 

 Directions: If you are not using Google Classroom, copy this table to a sheet of paper and 
complete your annotations. Then take a picture of your work and email to me at 
mfarina@saintangel.org. 

Post the line 
number of 

the text you 
are 

highlighting 

Annotation Notes 

  
  
  
  
  

 
 

 You have the ability to view your performance on your performance page. In addition, you will 
be able to see the feedback that I have supplied for your written response. You can also review 
your multiple choice answers. If you score poorly on a commonlit.org assignment, I will un-
submit it and email you the number of the questions that you missed.  
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 If you are having difficulty answering the assessment questions, remember to apply the It Says, I 
Say and So reading strategy, and note the action and the object in the questions before your 
search for your evidence in the text to support your answer, then compare your answer to the 
M/C options. Remember you can follow the same process, minus the comparison component for 
your short student response.  

 
 As I have been viewing your short responses, I have noticed an improvement in your written 

student responses.   
 

Skill Study – Inference in Reading 

Guidelines  
Directions: Review the Guidelines below before completing another Making Inferences in Reading 
lesson. 

 
• Never lose sight of the available information.  As much as possible, base your 

inferences on the facts.  
• Use your background information and experience to help you in making inferences. The 

more you know about a subject, the better your inferences are likely to be.  So, keep in 
mind that if your background in an area is weak, your inferences maybe shaky.   

• Consider the alternatives. Don’t simply accept the first inference that comes to mind.  
Instead, consider all of the facts of a case and all the possible explanations. 

Inference in Literature 

Directions: Read the text below to discover the difference between how writers imply their 
meaning in factual/informational text and fiction/literature. 

As you have learned about making inference in reading factual/informational text, writers usually state 
directly much of what they mean. On the other hand, in fictional/literature, writers often provide verbal 
pictures that show us what they mean. More than in factual/informational text, it is up to the reader to 
infer the point of what the creative writer has expressed. For instance, in non-fiction text, a reader 
might see, “The little boy was in a stubborn mood.” The author uses modifiers, such as adjectives and 
adverbs. But the novelist might write, “When Todd’s mother asked him to stop playing in the yard and 
come indoors, he did not even look up but shouted “no!” and then spelled it out, “N….O!” Rather than 
merely stating that Todd was stubborn, the author shows the stubbornness with specific details. To get 
the most out of literature, you must often infer meanings—just as you do in everyday life. You have 
seen this demonstrated in some of your commonlit.org articles. In some of the articles, the authors uses 
rhetorical devices (metaphors, similes) to help the reading infer the implications of the text.  

Directions: Now look below at the following statement that a nonfiction writer might produce. 

 The more English I learned in school, the more separation I felt from my parents. 

Directions: Now compare the above statement with the following excerpt from Hunger of 
Memory, a literary autobiography by Richard Rodriguez. 

 Matching the silence, I started hearing in public was a new quiet at home. The family’s 
quiet was partly due to the fact that, as we children learned more and more English, we shared 
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fewer and fewer words with our parents. Sentences needed to be spoken slowly when a child 
addressed his mother or father. (often the parent would not understand.) The child would need 
to repeat himself. (still the parent misunderstood.) The young voice, frustrated, would end up 
saying, “Never mind”—the subject was closed. Dinner would be noisy with the clinking of 
knives and forks against dishes. My mother would smile softly between her remarks; my father 
at the other end of the table would chew and chew his food, while he stared over the heads of 
his children. 

 My mother! My father! After English became my primary language, I no longer knew 
what words to use in addressing my parents. The old Spanish words (those tender accents of 
sound) I had used earlier—mama and papa—I could not use anymore. They would have been 
too painful reminders of how much had changed in my life. On the other hand, the words I 
heard neighborhood kids call their parents seemed equally unsatisfactory. Mother and Father; 
Ma, Papa, Pa, Dad, Pop (how I hated the all-American sound of that last word especially)—all 
those terms I felt were unsuitable, not really terms of address for my parents. As a result, I 
never used them at home. Whenever I would speak to my parents, I would try to get their 
attention with eye contact alone. In public conversations, I would rather to “my parents” or “my 
mother and father.” 

Directions:  Check Your Understanding – See if you can answer the following inference 
questions based on the previous excerpt. 

_____ 1. From the passage we can infer that 

a. the Rodriguez children had never gotten along well with their parents. 
b. Rodriguez’s father was very strict. 
c. Rodriguez’s parents were not learning much English. 

_____ 2. The passage suggests that 

a. the children’s learning more English upset their relationship with their parents. 
b. The parents were not willing to have their home life disrupted to ensure that their children 

would fit in with mainstream America. 
c. The children were having problems in school. 

_____ 3. We can conclude that Rodriguez’s father stared over the heads of his children at  
     the dinner table because he 

a. Preferred not to speak while eating 
b. Felt alienated from his children. 
c. Believed his children should not be speaking English. 

 
_____ 4. The passage suggests that Rodriguez 
  

a.  Harbored a hatred of America. 
b. Felt inferior to the other children in his neighborhood. 
c. Felt some loyalty to the language and culture of his parents. 

_____ 5. The passage suggests that Rodriguez’s parents 

 a. were angry and resentful when their children spoke English. 
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 b. patiently accepted their children’s new language. 
 c. were not interested in their children’s well-being 

 

For the few students who have not been able to access Google Classroom, copy and paste the answer sheet 
below to a word document and sent it to me.  If you are still handwriting your answer, set up your answer in 
the format below.  Take a picture of your work and attach it to an email or can copy it to a Google Doc. 

 
Name:      7th Grade Inferences in Literature 5/1 
 
1. 
 
2. 
 
3. 
 
4. 
 
5. 

 
Vocabulary Study:  Use the lyrics of the rap, The Party to help you identify the meaning of the focus 
words.   

 
 The Party  

Wenda is a good kid, I mean, probably, 
Worst thing she ever did was not eat all her broccoli. 
But she would be alone tonight, not supervised , 
Not under adults' eyes, so she's thinking, "You know 
Why shouldn't I have a few of my friends 
In my abode , in my home? It would be no thing." 

So to her friends she gives an oration , a speech, 
Saying, "Come over tonight; we'll watch DVDs." 
Cara asks, "Can I invite my cousin Tito?" 
Wenda says, "Sure, but don't invite too many people." 
As the day goes on, Wenda gets perturbed , 
Bothered by the kids who see her and say, "Word!" 
She asks Cara, "You invite the whole school?" 
Cara begs and implores  her to stay cool. 
"So I invited two boys that I knew, 
Don't worry; they're the cutest boys in school." 
After school, Wenda's not negligent , 
She waters all the plants, she's not forgetting it. 
She wants to be hospitable , a nice host, 
So she puts out some Cheetos and Diet Cokes. 
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She told one person, one became two, 
Two became four, what's she gonna do? 
She thought she had a plan, but things got bad, 
Now what's she gonna say to her mom and dad. (x2) 
 
At seven o'clock come Cara and Tito, 
Tito's like, "This party is going to be unequaled! 
We had a party last year, this is going to be the sequel , 
The one that comes after, 
Anyway I'm going into the other room to practice my laughter." 
So Wenda turns to Cara, 
"I don't want this house to be flooded and inundated , 
With people I don't know and guys you never dated." 
Ding-dong! It's the two cute dudes from school, 
Only they brought four more who are not cool. 
Ding-dong! It's seven girls laughing it up, 
And five guys who came in the back of the truck. 
And four more who came in a four-door cab, 
Wenda's feeling dismal , oh so bad. 
It's getting out of hand, and Wenda wants to quit, 
You have to acknowledge , you have to admit, 
That it's crazy. 
I mean, guys and ladies open the fridge 
Eating turkey and gravy. 
Wenda sees a guy spill juice on her dad's shirt, 
Now she's getting agitated  and disturbed. 

The party gets more serious, intensifies , 
When one guy tries to light a plant on fire. 
Then a dude comes up to Wenda and says, 
"Yo, this party is the dopest! 
I just ate most of your mom's Speed Stick deodorant, 
Now I have to go to the hospital! See ya!" 
And someone takes apart and dismantles  
Two chairs plus Wenda's dad's piano. 
Wenda tries to reprimand  them, 
Tell them what they're doing is bad, and they just laugh. 
But Tito sees Wenda crying, has an idea, 
He steps out the house into the clear air. 
He busts back in yelling, "Someone called the cops! 
They'll be here soon, y'all better get out!" 
The people leave quick, and Tito and Wenda 
Clean up, and put the piano back together. 
 
She told one person, one became two, 
Two became four, what's she gonna do? 
She thought she had a plan, but things got bad, 
Now what's she gonna say to her mom and dad. (x2) 
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Directions:  Put your answer on the answer sheet provided for the blank spaces below in the sentences. 

1.  After leaving them all to the last minute, her homework assignments began to _____ her. 
 
inundate  supervise  implore 

  
2. The fight on the school campus was _____ by bullying. 

 
 implore d  supervised  agitated 
 

3.  The student became _____ by the other students, who kept on disturbing the class instruction. 

 reprimanded  implored  perturbed 

4.  She wanted to be _____, a nice host, so she puts out some Cheetos and Diet Cokes. 
 
 hospitable   dismal   negligent 
 

5. Which word is the correct synonym for these words:  grant, concede, recognize _____? 

 perturb   reprimand  acknowledge 

6. Some people like rainstorms, but to me rain is the most _____ weather. 
 
 negligent  hospitable  dismal 

 
7.  Which word is the correct antonym for these words:  attentive, careful, mindful _____? 

 
 hospitable  dismal   negligent 
 

8.  The virtual school instructor _____ the student to not write on the shared zoom screen. 

 Implored  dismantled  supervised 

9.  The situation at the party _____ when one of the guys broke a lamp. 

 Perturbed  implored  intensified 

10.  After the fight broke up, the dean on campus _____ the students involved and gave suspended them from 
school. 

 
 Inundated  reprimanded  abode 
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11.  The defeated team had to _____ that the winning team possessed excellent basketball skills. 
 
 Dismantle  supervise  acknowledge 
 

For the few students who have not been able to access Google Classroom, copy and paste the answer sheet 
below to a word document and sent it to me.  If you are still handwriting your answer, set up your answer in 
the format below.  Take a picture of your work and attach it to an email or can copy it to a Google Doc. 
 
Answer Sheet: 
Name:     7th Grade  Flocabulary Vocabulary Game The Party 4/27 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
 
. 
 
Teacher Comments:     

 Except for a few students, all of you are on Google Classroom.  These same assignments will 
be posted on Google Classroom along with the appropriate answer sheets. 

 If you cannot get into Google Classroom, then email your work at mfarina@saintangela.org. .  
 I will be holding a weekly7th grade reading Zoom classroom meeting on Thursdays at 

10:00am. This week it will be Thursday, April 30th. I will be sending each of your parents an 
invitation to that meeting on Wednesday, April 29th. 

 Ms. Lyman has joined my Google Classroom Platform. She has all sent you an invitation. You 
need to answer it. She has posted a message on each of the art classes on my Google 
Classroom Platform. Her assignments will be posted their as well. The link to her website is 
https://artsaintangela.weebly.com/. 
 

  
 

mailto:mfarina@saintangela.org
https://artsaintangela.weebly.com/

